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X-Ray   Absorption   Spectra   of   Zinc   in   Molecules 

of  ZnCl2»    ZnBr,,    and   ZnS 

K. I. Narbutt 

In reference 1  the author  investigated the x-ray absorption spectrum of 
free atoms of zinc. That paper set  forth new details of the structure of the 
/(-spectrum of  free atoms of  tine which had not been  found by Hanawalt    and 
gave a possible interpretation of the spectrum structure observed. 

The present paper,  an extension of reference  1,  proceeds  to an  investiga- 
tion of the free molecules which contain a zinc atom and whicn follow next 
in  the order of complexity of formation. The experiment consisted essentially 
in photographing the x-ray absorption spectra of the substances under study- 
in  the  gaseous state.  The substance was placed in a quartz absorption cell 
with spherical thin-walled windows   (Fig.   1).  The quantity used was appro- 
priate  for the volume of the absorption cell,   with consideration of the fact 
that at the  temperature of the experiment the substance would be  in the state 
of superheated vapor.  The absorption cell was connected to a vacuum appara- 
tus and evacuated to 10      mm Kg,   then sealed off from the vacuum apparatus 
and placed into a  tubular electric 
furnace mounted on the swinging arm 
of the x-ray spectrograph along the 
axis of the  focused beam of x-rays. 

The analyzer of the x-ray spec- 
trograph was used  in accordance 
with the results of reference 3, 
and the reflections were  from the 
(1010)  planes of a quartz crystal 
in the second order.  The disper- 
sion was 4.23 X-units/mm.  The 
spectra were recorded photograph- 
ically and subsequently analyzed with a microphotometer,  ten curves being 
taken of each spectrogram.    The   photometric results were averaged,  and  the 
curves  of photod-ünsity 5 • <p(£)  were converted into curves of absorption 
yix  = } (E) according to the sensitometric curve of the photographic  film being 
used.  Exposure was 8 to 12 hours,  with  the x-ray  tube operating at 40 kv, 
75 ma. 

The K absorption spectrum of the zinc  in 2hCl3 molecules  is shown in Fig. 
2,  o.  The conditions of the experiment weie:   temperature of the absorption 
cell 680 degrees;  effective  thickness of the absorbing layer of zinc  5.7 (i; 
the effective  length of the absorption  cell 29.5 cm;   the volume of the ab- 
sorption cell  240 cm  ,   the weight of the dry zinc-chloride  filling 70 mg. 
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Fig.   1.  Quartz absorption cell  with 
thin-walled spherical windows. 
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The curve given represents   the analysis of one of the most distinct spectro- 
graas. The  figures on  the  graph,  which characterize elements of the  fine 
structure of the spectrum,   are  the averaged steasurements of all eight spec- 
trograms . 

Fig.   2,6 shows  the absorption spectrum of zinc  in ZnBr2 molecules. Condi- 
tions of the experiment:   temperature of the absorber 630 degrees;  effective 

thickness of the absorbing layer of 
the zinc 8.3 Li;   effective  length of 
the absorption cell 30 cm; volume 
of the absorption cell 250 cm  ; weight 
of the dry zinc-bromide  filling 170 
mg. 

"Gie experiüMenC 0»i photographing 
the K absorption spectrum of zinc 
in ZnS BOX«,,,   les presented the great- 
est difficulties.  These difficulties 
were caused by the high temperature 
of   vaporization   of zinc sulfide and 
by the  lack of data on  its vapor 
pressure at various  temperatures. 
However,   the   investigation of the 
/(-spectrum of zinc sulfide  is of es- 
pecial  interest,  since ZnS molecules 
are characterized by binding forces 
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Fig.   2.  K absorption spectra  of zinc 
in molecules of ZnCl2  (a)  and ZnBr2   (h), 

of a   type essentially different from that in molecules  of halogen compounds. 
After a number of attempts a satisfactory x-ray absorption spectrum in ZnS 
vapor was obtained.   The conditions of the experiment were:   temperature of 
the absorption cell about  1100 degrees;   length of the absorption cell 27 cm; 
volume 2% cm   ;  weight of the  zinc-sulfide  filling 81 mg. 

Fig.   3. K absorption spectrum of zinc  in ZnS 
molecules. 

The  lack of data on the vapor pressure of zinc sulfide makes  it impos- 
sible to compute  the effective  thickness of the absorber ar.J  to ascertain 
whether all the filling was converted into the vapor state. O. the other 
hand,   the presence in the absorption spectrum of the usual absorption edge, 
approximately equal to those  in the spectra of the other substances   (Zr«Cl2, 
ZnBr2,   and so  forth),   indicates  that die  bulk of the  filling  (0.081 gm  in 
the case of complete vaporization corresponds to an effective  thickne&s of 
8 LI) was converted into the vapor state. 
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Tne absorption spectrum of the zinc  in ZnS molecules  is shown in Fig.   3. 
All the   spectrograms   were obtained under identical conditions.   Ihe   ge- 

ometry of tne   apparatus was not disturbed 
in going front   one   specimen  to another. 
The K absorption   spectrum   of free atoms 
of zinc  «ras   obtained repeatedly   under 
the   same   expert mental conditions.   Fig. 
4   shows   all the   spectra    in a single 
energy   scale   and in the   correct   rel- 
ative   position   en  the energy scale. 

To   determine   dhe wavelength of the 
principal absorption   maximum,    the 
emission  lines IIGeA'a^ 2 and  IIGa/fa,   2 

were used. 
Values  for   the   position of   the 

principal absorption maximum, were: 

Molecule 

Zn.  atomic. 
ZnCl, 
ZnBr, 
ZnS 

Wavelength of the 
principr]  absorption 
maximum  (X-unita) 

1280,70 + 0,05 
1280,38 + 0,0'» 
1280,',0 ± 0,05 
1280,02 ± 0,05 
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Fig.   4.  Comparison of the K ab- 
sorption spectra of atomic zinc  (o) 
and zinc  in molecules of ZnCl2   (b), 
ZnBr2   (c),   and ZnS  (a*). 

The analysis of the spectra and the 
discussion of them muse be dealt with 
in a separate paper. 

In conclusion the  author avails himself of the opportunity to express 
gratitude  to A.   I.   Yermilov, who displayed true art  in preparing the quartz 
absorption cells with thin-walled spherical windows. 
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